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Subject: T.C. FB post w/COMMENTS on BULLYING!!!
From: ave <karencruz71@verizon.net>
Date: 1/10/2018 12:28 PM
To: buzz@buzzbeeler.com, buzzthefuzz@comcast.net
Todd Crandell
3 hrs ·

I am shocked and outraged by the bullying incident at Holabird Middle School, where I went many years ago.
I have asked BCPS for a full investigation and appropriate action be taken. My heart goes out to the Selby
family. I have repeatedly asked BCPS and the School Board to bring their discipline policies into line with the
current state of our schools, and this incident is further proof, as if we needed any more, that some of our
classrooms are out of control and stronger oversight and disciplinary action is necessary.
Like

Comment

Share

Helen Colwell-Anderson, Susan Rayba and 118 others
120
4 Shares
Denise Gephardt McCarty Todd... If only you knew the half of what goes on in that school. I have a
friend who was a teacher there and tried to break up a fight and was terribly assaulted.
Like · Reply · 3h

Lewis Melcher This is what happens when you add more section 8 housing in to Baltimore county. Its
going to get worse before it gets better.
Like · Reply · 3h

Hide 15 Replies
Tina Brown Sutherland I almost agree with you on that, But what really needs to happen is,
Parents need to take control of their children!
Like · Reply · 3h

Lewis Melcher Tina Brown Sutherland Now the county is adding even more apartments for
section 8 and moving people from the city to the county
Like · Reply · 2h

Tom Duni Violence in our schools. High crime in the area. That’s what section 8 brings to
Dundalk.
Like · Reply · 2h

Tina Brown Sutherland I know what they are doing, and it is wrong!
Like · Reply · 2h

Dawn Taylor Not fare to blame it all on section 8 housing. How about lack of parenting and lack
of being held accountable by our juvenile justice system, schools, and parents? There are no
doubt problems with some areas that have a high section 8 population but there are also some
hard working people who are in section 8. There is also a high population of addicts in Dundalk
that are contributing to the it's demise.
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Like · Reply · 2h

Eric Davis Sr. The sad part to this whole story first is that it took over a day and a half for it to
make the news. And as usual the county councilmen want to raise his hand and say he has
been trying to change this during his tenure in office. Maybe if he stopped posting about school
closings and opening late. He obviously doesn’t have his eye on the ball until after all this
happens. First question should be where was resource officers for school where was the captain
of Dundalk’s precinct and why wasn’t the young lady that did the assault removed by school
police.
Like · Reply · 2h

Lewis Melcher Dawn Taylor Don't blame section 8 , Do you even own a home or any property ?
Its killing the values and investors are buying them all up and only renting to section 8.
Like · Reply · 2h

Rebecca Wiseman Eric Davis Sr. yes exactly !!!!
Nice post but who is actually gonna stand up and execute change wo worrying about hurting
feelings ! Do your job !!!
Like · Reply · 2h

Lewis Melcher Rebecca Wiseman That's the issue , No one can do there job because they are
afraid that the NAACP will file a lawsuit and say they canceled section 8 vouchers due to race.
Like · Reply · 1h

Lewis Melcher http://www.baltimoresun.com/.../bs-ed-baltimore-county...

Here's why Baltimore County
should care about concentrated…
BALTIMORESUN.COM

Like · Reply · 1h
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Rebecca Wiseman Lewis Melcher I agree with that statement.
Section 8 - non judgmental statement bc it doesn't apply to everyone but also is in what areas? I
didn't designate that it just is- bad areas
Low income
Drug dealers
Low community care
Atmosphere is low moral and care
Kids roaming streets
People trashing up things
Robbery bc of poverty
Murder
Prostitution is up in those areas
None of these are determined by color but are a result of life choices or being stuck .. and can
happen to any one of any color when they consume the city.
Make people reach higher ..
Other areas where the section 8 is not as casual... can problems arise anywhere? Sure! But they're
not as blatant and out of control
Now
Since we discussed section 8 again
Let's get back to the school board , politicians, school leaders not protecting or doing their jobs for
our kids ... in real time
Bc when my daughter had her issues two years ago I didn't shut up but they tried
Politicians wanted lime light then I never heard from them again ... beautiful post heck hailie (my
daughter) didn't even get that ! Crooked superintendent tried telling me that a boy touching and
grabbing my daughters privates and telling her what he wanted to do to her was not as bad as I'm
making it! So I threw their own handbook in their face that they didn't even know the policies to! I
was told certain rules weren't in there I showed it was tot he vice principal who apologized then Mr
dance needed a few to read the hand boom himself !!!
They're all controlled by money and protecting their names
No one wants to just make parents accountable
My daughter just a few weeks ago got into it w a little boy
She was tired of his crap and went off but it's no excuse ! I had her suspended !!! Bc suspension
from the bus for three days doesn't punish her it punishes me when I have a new born and an older
son I'm already homeschooling bc he was threatened w a knife last year at his school and they did
nothing !!!
Politicians are just as crooked and fake ..
So please tell me !!??
What politician is gonna MAKE it happen!!!?
Make a public scene and hold these schools accountable by law ???!!
Take their handbook and start executing the consequences no mater who gets upset !
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Like · Reply · 1h

Jim Walton I am pretty impressed Lewis Melcher could tell that girl was section 8 by a video
that was less than 2 minutes long. You should become an officer of the law because you will be
able to solve every crime in the country within a month...
Like · Reply · 1h

Fred Raynor Eric Davis Sr. You're a pretty good Monday morning Q.B. I enjoy Todd's public
service posts , and I'm sure many people find them helpful .
Like · Reply · 42m

Lewis Melcher Jim Walton I never said she was on section 8 . I am referring to the over all
picture of things in Baltimore county.
Like · Reply · 39m

Jim Walton OH! So what you are saying was your comment had nothing to do with what the
post was about, you just wanted to throw some other political bs in there to derail this issue.
Let's address the problem in the video. I see plenty of "Homeowner" and Non-Section 8 renter's
children acting like buffoons daily. Just drive past any of the schools when they are letting out.
Like · Reply · 36m

Write a reply...

Paulette Ogonowski These kids today are so disrespectful & out of control the bigger girl that was
beating on the little girl along with the ones recording the incident also the girls instigating should be
suspended and or expelled ...the bullying policy does not stick in these schools I do not know why they
are even in the handbook anymore ....smh ...prayer going up for the little girl being brutalized
Like · Reply · 3h

Amy Smith-Hershey Thank you Todd for addressing this. As a parent of a 5th grader I am terrified to
send my son to school next year. We are looking into private school but financially I don't know if it is a
possibility.
Like · Reply · 3h

Crystal Carpenter Thanks Todd Crandell. That video was horrible and I am glad someone cares
enough to do something about it.
Like · Reply · 3h

Michelle N Erik Flory This happens a lot at Stricket too. I don’t understand why these Principals aren’t
fired. Clearly they aren’t willing to listen to parents and teachers. Parents of these bullies should be
made to apologize as well. It’s learned at home.
Like · Reply · 3h

Clarice Neukam This needs to be investigated not just in one school but From what I see and hear this
is a totally serious issue not just in Baltimore County but most likely addressed Statewide. A young boy
at Overlea was left dangling by his shirt from the corner of what appeared to be a locker and the "youth"
that did this took a selfie of it and it was posted on FB. These lids are totally out of control. I guess the
timeouts didn't work after all. No discipline allowed anymore in schools and kids have no fear of
punishment because there isn't any. What a shame another family, the Selby's are now going through
this!
Like · Reply · 3h

Roy Hurley Sr. This should not go ward in our schools
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Like · Reply · 3h

Louis Gephardt I'm reasonably sure that BCPS has a Zero Tolerance Policy when it comes to bullying,
but I also understand from some people that it is not enforced.
Like · Reply · 3h

Cheryl Breslin Not enforced is the issue.
Like · Reply · 2h

John Harris Sr. Cheryl Breslin Selectively enforced is probably more accurate
Like · Reply · 1h

Write a reply...

CJ Polley Unfortunately this is what happens when kids are brought up to believe the world revolves
around them and that no one can discipline them. It starts at home and carries over to the school. This
is your entitled generation, it is such a shame because we have entered the part of the slope that was
once slippery and now is just no point of return. Sparrows point middle had a boy who terrorized many
students on a daily basis, secretaries and teachers and parents complained but the boy was still
allowed in school every day. It reached the point where the kids that were there didn't even want to go
to school. It is truly sad that we can't protect our kids from this b.s. and let's be honest is it really going
to change?
Like · Reply · 2h

John Patrick Beale 8 years of indoctrination
Like · Reply · 2h

Write a reply...

Jack Stuprich The term assault should apply. Not some cute name bullying. Call it what it is.
Like · Reply · 2h

Carl H Magee Jr. the girl that hit the other girl should be charged, along with the one that
filmed it
Like · Reply · 36m

Write a reply...

Jon Dough There's supposed to be a zero tolerance policy for this behavior. Please keep us
informed Todd Crandell
Like · Reply · 2h · Edited

Cheryl Breslin Why aren’t the “Resource Officers” patrolling hallways and in general letting their
presence be known. There are many out of control classrooms on a daily basis. How bout they pop into
those.
Like · Reply · 2h

Linda Gossman Todd, thank you for standing firm on this issue. This must be put to a stop a.s.a.p.
Like · Reply · 2h
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Paula Mikula Rothe U should b outraged.......this is TOTALLY appalling behavior! The “instigator”
should not only b expelled from school, BUT b MADE to do 5 years of community service! BE MADE
.........NOT A CHOICE! C what u can do to enforce this!
Like · Reply · 2h

Debbie Freeman the criminal (because that's what she is) should be detained by juvenile
services and serve time.
Plain and simple. Not this revolving door of "we can rehabilitate poor little Suzie"
Bet she'd think twice after spending a year incarcerated.
Like · Reply · 2h

Write a reply...

Jennica Neff-Kincer Thank you Todd!!! I had to remove my son last year from the 6th grade at Holabird
because when I went to American Education Week - I witnessed a fight, multiple cussing incidents at
teachers in the halls and a classroom out of control and this was all before 9 am! I homeschooled my
son for 6th grade and now he is in private school, but I still have to pay my taxes that go to Baltimore
County Baltimore County Public Schools. I feel for the parents that have to send their children here for
financial reasons. When I withdrew him the admin at Holabird didn't even ask why or want to have a
meeting with me... Such a disappointment! Please, Todd stay on top of this!!
Like · Reply · 2h

Chris Bowen-Stoll You are the reason I shared the video. It’s horrible
Like · Reply · 35m

Michelle Lynn Rosenberger Rode That's so sad....I'm glad that you withdrew your son though.
No child needs to be bullied at school....
Like · Reply · 1m

Write a reply...

Barbara Ferguson This is a friend of mines daughter that was billed. Her dad and I both went to
Holibird and this is really ashame. I hope that justice is served to the bully.
Like · Reply · 2h

Keri Mullins There are bullying situations in every school. This is just one incident so many were
reported last year at Stricker and other schools. The issue at hand needs to be addressed with ALL
schools
Like · Reply · 2h

Andy Mell Stay on them Todd Crandell. You and Larry Hogan are all we have right now for student
advocacy.
Like · Reply · 2h
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Dee Vaughn yeah I definitely agree with jack- call it what it is, assault not bullying. i dont typically watch
these types of videos but when it popped up on my feed i couldnt take my eyes off of it in disgust. the
way that little girl stood there slapping the other one. she set out with intent to hurt and degrade that
child. that kid should be expelled and send to get a behavioral evaluation and mental help bc thats not
normal behavior. shes seen that somewhere and is repeating her actions to think that is acceptable!
Like · Reply · 2h

Amber Davis Brianna Davis
Like · Reply · 2h

Mary Wilkins Ridenour The parents need to press charges. Plain and simple. Press assault charges. If
they do not, shame on them. Baltimore County Public Schools can not be trusted to handle this
adequately.
Like · Reply · 2h · Edited

Karen Ballantyne I totally agree Todd Crandell it is really out of hand hopefully something can be done
Like · Reply · 2h

Debbie Freeman Bullying? Let's call it what is really is. ASSAULT.
The one punk should be charged with assault and battery, and the one's filming charged as
accessories.
Maybe #BCPS should be hit with a few lawsuits from the victims of these assaults and maybe they will
start doing something about it.
The taxpayers of this county expect to be able to send their children to school in a safe environment.
Far too many incidents are being reported and this is nothing new. This stuff was happening and also
covered up at Logan Elementary 10 years ago.
Like · Reply · 2h

Mary Wilkins Ridenour Exaclty!!!
Like · Reply · 2h

Kelly Bernstein Very well said!!!
Like · Reply · 2h

Chris Bowen-Stoll Yes!!!!
Like · Reply · 34m

Write a reply...

Michelle N Erik Flory Was the 4th grade moved over a few years back? When Eastwood Elm was
stolen for other uses and closed I heard that it was proposed by Dance.
Like · Reply · 2h · Edited

Debbie Freeman Kamenetz approved of this when he took Eastwood Elementary to house
PCT 12. Part of his back room dealings to sell property that Baltimore County didn't even own.
Remember this when you vote in the Governor's election in a few years.
Like · Reply · 2h
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Michelle N Erik Flory Debbie Freeman yes I agree that KK is bad for all of us. With the power that
the council has over the board why they aren’t pushing for these schools to find ways to stop the
bullying. It is rampant and I know that teachers are being assaulted as well. It’s not safe for a 4th
Grader to be with 8th graders. Especially in an out of control School.
Like · Reply · 2h · Edited

Kelly Bernstein Yes Norwoods 4th and 5th grade gonthere. My son will be there in 2 grades
time and im on the fence about it all
Like · Reply · 2h

Michelle N Erik Flory Everyone told Kk and Dance that it was a bad idea. No one listened
because all they wanted was to relocate the police station so they could sell the NP Gov Center.
This would never have been done in Towson. The school board will be elected positions
I believe this year. I hope they vote them all out. Kk will be out this year too. Maybe we can
finally get a fresh start. I am not happy with our council representation at all. I had high hopes
but I don’t see Dundalk changing for the good.
Like · Reply · 2h

Kelly Bernstein Thw 4th and 5th grades never mix with the middle school students i do know
that. Thwy uave their own lunch time and specials times and are never in the hall when They
are. They even still have recess and still operate on norwoods school time
Like · Reply · 2h

Carole Wiseman Todd Crandell is taking an active part in this matter. He is not standing
by, Todd Crandell is being proactive. Dr Dance ruined Baltimore County Schools with his
progressive ideas of less punishment for negative behavior. Kids pick up on this lack of
accountability and now there are big problems with disrespect, behavior problems AND physical
altercations, with little consequences.
Like · Reply · 2h

Write a reply...

Darlene Mullins-Moll Yes Stricker has always been bad
Like · Reply · 2h · Edited

Candi Meyers Thank you Todd Crandall this is an ever growing problem in our schools, and has to be
handled firmly from the beginning. Too often the bully is let go with a slap on the hand, which only
emboldens them.
Like · Reply · 2h

Darlene Mullins-Moll Where is the school police officers when this is happening
Like · Reply · 2h

Debbie Freeman there is only one resource officer, and a lot of square footage in the school.
You cannot reasonably expect one person to be everywhere at all times.
Like · Reply · 2h

Terry Turbin Should not have to put police in a school.This is how bad things have become,and
such a shame.
Like · Reply · 1h
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Darlene Mullins-Moll No what I am asking is why where they not called to the incend
Like · Reply · 52m

Write a reply...

George Hanlon To be honest , thing hasn’t change since the sixties, even in holabird.
Like · Reply · 2h

Joe Cristy I am ashamed of our town-evidently our kids have to now be afraid to attend school.
Leadership in our school system is certainly lacking!
Like · Reply · 2h

Aleshia Hogan Same problems are at kenwood highschool I have sent the videos to the police and the
news stations and nothing is done.. I guess they are only concerned with the middle school and not with
the bullying going on in Kenwood Highschool
Like · Reply · 2h

Gene Rodriguez People say the system is rigged and they are correct. It's not rigged so a select few
succeed, it's rigged so the weak do not fail. The goal should be to lift the weaker kids up so they hit the
bar, not lower the bar until it hits them. Goes against every principle this country is supposed to be
about. This is not an isolated incident, it just happened to be caught on video. Make no mistake about it,
this comes from way higher up than the teacher. Pulled my son out of that school last year and he will
never step foot a Baltimore County school again.
Like · Reply · 2h

Carole Wiseman Thank you Todd Crandell for your involvement. Bullying this overt should never be
acceptable or overlooked.
Like · Reply · 2h

Laura Carroll Barton Holabird Middle is a joke, from the principal, the teachers and the guidance
counselors. They don't have a clue about the struggles of the students who are having trouble learning.
Like · Reply · 2h

Jody Vaughan Dodge This is terrible!! I sure do hope that the "bully" gets removed asap. We hear
about "no bully policies" this and that but when it does happen what are the consequenses? Please do
something about this
Like · Reply · 2h
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Sarah Keen-Willingham Our son was bullied horribly in 6th grade at same school last year.
Multiple meetings with administrators and the best we were told was "Our hands are tied." I'm
sorry to say my composure cracked a bit at those words and I slammed my hand down on the
table and told him "That's unacceptable! We have to send our children here and entrust their
health and safety to the staff at this school and you are all failing them! How are children
expected to learn, grow, and thrive when their classrooms are like war zones(and our son was
in all GT classes...scared me to imagine how the regular classes were)? What about "Zero
Tolerance" for assaults?" I was then informed that children can't even be expelled permanently
from schools except under very special circumstances. Most they get is 1 quarter at a
disciplinary school in Rosedale then back to regular school. It is appalling!!! We did find that the
new principal this year seems to be more on top of these types of incidents however, she can't
be everywhere at once and the other staff is definitely lacking in their efforts at patrolling the
building and classrooms as evidenced by that video. How are the children left alone long
enough for something like this to happen?!?!
Like · Reply · 2h

Write a reply...

Karen Early Thank you
Like · Reply · 2h

Sharon Maddox It's time that the adults take back authority in these schools...these kids run rampant
and are allowed to act like this!!!!! It's appalling what I hear some teachers say what goes on and WHAT
THEY ARE NOT ALLOWED TO DO!!
Like · Reply · 2h

Barbara Ann Thank you.
Like · Reply · 2h

Sherri Lynn Cummins-Schaefer My daughter's school gave a boy 1 day in school suspension for
bringing a knife to school and touching my child's neck with it after he threatened to stab her if she told.
Like · Reply · 2h · Edited

Jennifer Rebecca Baltimore County Police have one of the best School Resource Officer programs in
the country (and their current President is a Baltimore County Police Officer). They need to be involved
too!
Like · Reply · 2h

Randy Mcfarland Seen the video,and am proud that you are acting on it fast my friend.
Like · Reply · 2h

Rebecca Wiseman Great post ! What politician is actually gonna make a change happen now ??!!
Like · Reply · 2h

Crystal-Lynn Zollenhoffer Tammy Wallace
Like · Reply · 2h

TL Knachel Todd Crandell Morals start at home. Parents should be held accountable also.
Like · Reply · 2h
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Sarah Keen-Willingham Our son was bullied horribly in 6th grade at same school last year. Multiple
meetings with administrators and the best we were told was "Our hands are tied." I'm sorry to say my
composure cracked a bit at those words and I slammed my hand down on the table and told him "That's
unacceptable! We have to send our children here and entrust their health and safety to the staff at this school
and you are all failing them! How are children expected to learn, grow, and thrive when their classrooms are
like war zones(and our son was in all GT classes...scared me to imagine how the regular classes were)?
What about "Zero Tolerance" for assaults?" I was then informed that children can't even be expelled
permanently from schools except under very special circumstances. Most they get is 1 quarter at a
disciplinary school in Rosedale then back to regular school. It is appalling!!! We did find that the new principal
this year seems to be more on top of these types of incidents however, she can't be everywhere at once and
the other staff is definitely lacking in their efforts at patrolling the building and classrooms as evidenced by
that video. How are the children left alone long enough for something like this to happen?!?!
Like · Reply · 2h

Terry Turbin Plain and simple, the melt down or break down of what once was called the family.No
more right and wrong,everything is gray,no black or white when it comes to one's behaviours.It has
been seen in the schools,the neighborhoods,malls, and in the homes. Children are a reflection of their
parents.Teachers should not shoulder raising anyone's children,their job is to teach all the skills
necessary that provide the children with the best education possible. Suspend the student and put the
parents on notice.
Like · Reply · 1h

TL Knachel There are laws in place. What are we teaching kids by skirting them.
Like · Reply · 1h

George Phillips This isn't on Todd Crandell. These incidents need to be addressed and corrected by
the School Board. June Eaton is the Board Member that represents our district, remember this when
her position is up for election this year. Ann Miller is the ONLY board member that should stay.
Like · Reply · 1h

Rick Paolino Thank You Mr. Todd Crandell. Many of us are just as outrage. What about the parents?
They also need held accountable. Please. If you need me too run and get documentation, or anything I
can do please let me know. This behavior needs to end.
Like · Reply · 1h

Bobbi Fiedler Bring back the ten commandments...God is in control...
Like · Reply · 1h

Jeff Phillips Sadly, this is nothing new. I have a friend who has an autistic child at that school who has
been bullied by the same kids since elementary school, and the only time the staff even lifts a finger is
when she threatens legal action. It's shameful and disgusting that we allow this to go on in this day and
age. #thekidsdeservebetter
Like · Reply · 1h

Helen Colwell-Anderson The problem is we live in a godless society. No morals taught at home or
enforced in school. No respect given or received. A sad realization of continuing decline in our society.
The reason my beloved grandchildren left for another state were you are still able to correct your
children and pray without being bullied.
Like · Reply · 1h

Tim Supik My brother had this issue at Dundalk and nothing was done about it, thank god I moved to
ohio or I’d be in jail right now
Like · Reply · 1h
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Ryland Batton Thank you Todd Crandell
Like · Reply · 1h

Bernice Radawiec I drive a school bus got Baltimore County and I watch these kids come out of school
everyday. They act like wild Indians. There was an incident the other day where a student chased foe
another student and threw him into a pole. A teacher stood there and watched and did nothing.
Like · Reply · 1h

Rick Paolino Something needs to be done thank God for people like us
Like · Reply · 1h

Write a reply...

Nestor J. Aparicio I went to Holabird in 1979. It was the worst experience of my life then. I had always
hoped it would improve. This makes me very sad...
Like · Reply · 1h

Sara Lewis I have been through hell the past 3 years at sparrows point middle with my daughter.
Bullying is out of control now a days at the schools!
Like · Reply · 1h

Tim Supik Makes you want to send a kid to the Er lol
Like · Reply · 1h

Sara Lewis Tim Supik it does! I’ve said plenty of times, I’m small enough to pass for a middle
schooler
Like · Reply · 1h

Write a reply...

Stan Bartynski Thank you Todd I seen it on Facebook also I was outraged myself glad you are looking
out for your constituents
Like · Reply · 1h

John Starling Todd, the only thing that stops a bully be it Punk kid or Administration is a punch in the
schnoz. Proud to see you fighting back on behalf of your community.
Like · Reply · 1h

Susan Rayba Thanks Todd! I know you're going to stay on top of this! Wish more parents would show
up at the Board of Educ meetings/hearings to speak up. Hardly anybody shows up and that's why
nothing changes. My thoughts and prayers go out to the Selby family. I know they're so proud of their
daughter and how she's handling this.
Like · Reply · 1h

Lily Rowe It makes very angry that this is the norm in many of our schools.
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Like · Reply · 1h

Brenda Melissa Parks Its getting bad in all schools my daughter has had 3 concussions n hospitalized
due to trying to take her own life my son is now going thru the same thing at general john stricker
middle. Ive found after going thru this for 5 yrs that no matter how loud your voice is its never heard and
nothing is never done appropriately to solve the problems. We as parents came only stay standing
strong and keep trying to fight for our children and thier rights to receive an education without having to
be bullied and abused by others. And may i say its not just the students that are doing it!!!!
Like · Reply · 1h

Bobbi Jo Hodson I saw this yesterday. It is appalling to think children believe it is ok to act this way.
During my visit to my daughters 3rd grade classroom during American education week this school year I
was further appalled. To see these young students run rampant in a classroom and the teacher left
speechless when a student tells her to “go shut the f**k up”. My jaw about hit the floor. Never in my life
had I myself been more frustrated at the blatant disrespect, nor have I ever wanted to put a child over
my knee more then that moment. Teachers have been left with no choices of discipline, and
administrators do not take swift tough action and these kids know it. I don’t know where the power to get
these kids in line went, but it needs to be brought back! I do believe as well that parents should be held
accountable for their child’s behavior in school! Respect is taught at home!
Like · Reply · 1h

Scott Douglas Endlich I taught there for 6 years and there was no bullying going on. I was there from
2002 until 2008. We had a by the book administrator who did not tolerate the behaviors, Me. Melton. It's
not all teachers just like not all students are bad. Too many people assume way too much. By the way,
try being a teacher for a day ! Most people would quit or be fired by 8 in the morning.
Like · Reply · 58m

Christina Greene The school system is the reason I need to sell my house and move out of Dundalk.
It's sad since I love my house and my community!
Like · Reply · 39m

Jennifer Frado Agreed. It's sad when you attend the back to school night at your child's school. DMS in
my case, and the principal says his goal is to get suspension rates down and minority suspension rates
down to undee 10%. Well that tells me your concern is with numbers and not the safety of our children.
And the children know they get the "free pass" for their disgusting behavior.
Like · Reply · 36m

Scott Douglas Endlich It's everywhere.....not just find all. It's all about statistics
Like · Reply · 34m

Scott Douglas Endlich Not just dundalk
Like · Reply · 34m

Gene Rodriguez Minority suspensions?
Like · Reply · 9m

Write a reply...

Tony Ambro Agreed......and the kids need a self defense clause again. No one should have to sustain
that type of violence for fear of their own future. That is inhume!
Like · Reply · 29m
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Johnathan Jones That girls actions are unacceptable and disgusting but it is up to the parents, the school
and the law to handle. Adults harassing a child is just as disgusting and unacceptable

Like · Reply · 18m

Johnathan Jones

Like · Reply · 17m

Johnathan Jones
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Like · Reply · 17m

Sheri Lynn Thank you Todd Crandell all the delegates need to on this and demand change - Robin
Grammer Ric Metzgar
Bob Long
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Paul Latanishen Thank you.
Like · Reply · 14m

Johnathan Jones That's just a few. Adults are threatening a child calling her vulgar names. I saw a
man even say she deserves a bat to the face. I agree discipline the child and fight bullying but at the
same time you're shaming the child the adults are getting away with the same thing.
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Michelle Lynn Rosenberger Rode Thanks Todd for following thru....they need to be,
"ACCOUNTABLE." To many serious incidents are going uninvestigated......this is a serious issue.
There's peer pressure and then theirs this. Straight up violence! These children are learning this
behavior from somewhere. I believe it starts at home and parents need to be educated about this.
Children have committed suicide over bullying.
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